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Editor’s note……… 
 
We’ve all had it happen one time or another…… at 
least I like to think it’s happened to more than just 
me.  Computer problems.     
 
This issue was actually well on its way weeks ago.  
A corrupt memory stick plus, I still don’t know 
exactly what, meant not only did I lose all my 
wonderful and insightful muses, that I know you 
look forward too, but also all the great historical 
pictures and notes I had created.  To say I was 
upset, well it took me a bit to pick myself up and get 
back it. Maddening is the only word that comes to 
mind.  
 
So here I go again.  I hope you enjoy this issue which 
includes a well written contribution by Alexia 
Rodrigues, who is quickly becoming our feature 
columnist!  The battle we face as breeders of   
purebred dogs.  The perception of the public thanks 
to the great marketing job by many rescue and 
animal righters is a complex one and a growing 
concern.  Alexia has graciously agreed to tackle this 
topic in a series of columns. 
 
Sorry for the delay, I hope you feel it has been 
worth the wait!  
 
 

Gillian 
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Membership Information 
Types of Memberships and Membership Application 

forms are available on the LCA website 
www.thelowchenclubofamerica.org 

 
A subscription to Headlions for a non-club member 

is $20.00 per year. 
Your thoughts and comments are welcome and 

encouraged as well as articles, photos and ads for 
the newsletter.  

 Please send your submissions via email to: 
headlionslca@gmail.com 

The editor reserves the right to edit or return 
submissions. 

 
     Headlions is published quarterly 

 

              

Covers are reserved for the Westminster, AKC/Eukanuba and 

National Specialty winners – if not taken by winners they are  

available.   

 

As we are digital we can be more flexible with deadlines and will 
do what we can to accommodate your requests. 
 

          Advertising Rates: 

All payments are to be sent to Dee Gardinier, Treasurer, 
made payable to Löwchen Club of America     Note all 
pictures are now in color.   

Outside front cover $50.00 
Inside full page $35.00 
Inside half page $20.00 

Above based rates based on submission of 1 photo    
Each additional photo                   $  5.00  
 
Brags, Rainbow Bridge and Litter Announcements                                                
free to members              $25.00 to non-members  
 
All ads submitted as part of “Insights” series are 
discounted 50%.   
There is also a 50% discount for ads submitted by our 
Junior Members. 
 
NOTE: There has been an immediate reduction in the 
price of ads starting with this issue.  New pricing 
appears above.  Thank you to the Board for agreeing to 
this change.  
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COMMITTEE CHAIRS 
Submitted by Don Roback 

 
Committee   Chair   Phone    Email address Board Liaison 

Awards
  

Gillian 
Robertson 

519-859-3724  
Canada     

gillian17@gmail.com Dayle Lewis 

Breeder 
Referral 

Vicki All 574-583-8157 allpwd@comcast.net Don Roback 

Headlions  Gillian 
Robertson         

591-859-3724 
Canada   

headlionslca@gmail.com 
 

Barbara Cecil 

Health Wendy Russell 253-904-8422 kharayork@aol.com Barbara Cecil 

Historian Gillian 
Robertson 

519-859-3724 gillian17@gmail.com  

Judges 
Education 

Donna Jones 770-784-9840 bichons@bellsouth.net 
 

 

Judges 
Selection 

Elaine Saxon 309-234-0292 oeslady@att.net Dayle Lewis 

Membership Don Roback 919-610-5044 droback@yahoo.com   

Legislative Position Open    

National 
Liaison  

To Be 
Determined 

   

Performance Barbara Cecil  713-464-7369 BBcecil@aol.com  

Policy 
Committee 

Dana Read 352-589-1078 otakalhasas@aol.com Donna Jones 

Rescue Kat Roll  Katseyeview72@comcast.net 
 

 

Website Don Roback 919-610-5044 droback@yahoo.com  

              
For questions, or concerns, please contact the chairperson to the committee, or contact the Director in your 

area. 
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LCA ON-LINE BOARD MEETINGS  
Submitted by: Lisa Brown, Recording Secretary  

 
 

Lowchen Club of America 

June 2014 Board Meeting  

The LCA President, Dayle Lewis, brought the meeting to order on June 02, 2014. In attendance were: Lisa Brown, 

Barbara Cecil, Dee Gardinier, Donna Jones, Dayle Lewis, Dana Read, Don Roback, Wendy Russell, Mary Spruiell, Jane 

Turbenson, and Danielle Tallman.    

The Treasurer’s Report was accepted by a majority of the board members on June 02, 2014. The May minutes were also 

accepted by a majority vote. 

Don Roback, Corresponding Secretary, gave his monthly report.  One new member will be published in the next 

Headlions issue. The AKC needs the club’s member list updated. Don discussed the need for the member list with Lisa 

Brown. She created last year’s list and agreed to create the 2014 list for the AKC. 

Don also gave an update on the 2015 National show planning. He has signed and returned the contracts with a hotel and 

the cluster in Wichita, Kansas for 2015. Vicki All has volunteered to generate a logo and a shirt design. As soon as this is 

complete, a mailer will go out to the membership with additional information about the show. 

The hotel costs are about the same as last year rooms for $80 (plus one time $20 dog fee), a free hospitality suite, and 

banquet room for $150. Dinner will cost approximately $25-$30. Don is not sure how close hotel is to show site, but lots 

of dog groups use this hotel for big events. He will research this issue and report back. 

 Don will send out a judging ballot shortly. He is getting a mailing list together with Lisa and Gillian’s 

assistance. Members will have two weeks to get the ballots back to Don.  The candidates are already on the Wichita 

cluster panel. We need to give the cluster our requests by end of September. There is nothing new to report on the sweeps 

judges. Dayle, Ronnie and Don will discuss this issue this month. He had gotten a few volunteers for committees already 

but will be soliciting more soon. 

Dana asked if we had contacted the judges the members already voted on already. She also inquired about using the 

judges for Wichita or are we using ones on the cluster panel. She stated this did not seem to be in accordance with the 

National Show Guidelines. LCA should find out if the judges are available and determine the cost. The decision was made 

to start over since the show site had changed and the cluster did not include the judges the membership previously 

selected. Don contacted the cluster and their panel was already selected. To use our own judges would cost a great deal 

more. 

There was a discussion about why Vicki All was doing a logo for the 2015 National. Last year LCA agreed to use the 

same logo each year and just alter it slightly for the new show. We had a professional artist create the logo last year. We 

were hoping to establish a tradition with the logo. Vicki volunteered to do it for free and is very enthusiastic. Don thought 

free and enthusiastic help should never be turned down. LCA needs all the assistance and volunteers they can get. 
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Gillian Robertson contacted the Board and suggested LCA lower the advertising rates in the Headlions by 50% to increase 

advertising. Dayle agreed and made a motion to lower the rates. The motion was passed by a majority vote. Dayle will 

notify Gillian. The new rates should be placed in the Headlions and communicated to the membership. 

Wendy notified the Board that Ethan is being surrendered again. This is his 3
rd

 home since he lost his. He needs to be in a 

single-dog home. Wendy may have a home for him. He is approximately 7 years old (b-day 02/03/07), neutered, 

housebroken, and a pretty boy. Barbara Cecil knows Ethan. He is her Petey’s full brother.  

Donna gave an update on the illustrated Standard. The committee has been established and she posted on the LCAmember 

yahoo list a request for committee volunteers.  The committee will be Wade Koistiner, Alexia Fino, Jean Shepherd and 

Donna Jones.  She also asked for picture samples to provide Dan (the artist) and a few have come in but not many. This is 

going to be an illustrated standard of our written standard. The pictures should depict as close to a perfect standard as 

possible.  Once we receive more pictures, the committee will meet to decide which ones best represent the standard and 

send to the artist. This will be a work in progress, and as usual we are not getting much response from the membership. 

 Barbara wanted an update on the dogs in rescue, the status of the web site, and the adoption forms. She also wanted to 

know if Wendy finished drafting the application forms. Are these dogs and their biographies listed in the next Headlions? 

Shouldn’t the Headlions have rescue updates every edition of the Headlions. 

Wendy would like LCA to set up the rescue page along the format that the Havanese Rescue has created 

(www.Havaneserescue.com). The link would be on the LCA main page. LCA site still lists the wrong Rescue Chair, 

Suzanne Sollin. This needs to be taken down immediately. Donna stated that Tiger could put up the information on the 

website. He needs the actually content, pictures, etc. He is will do the “IT” part of the site. Barbara volunteered to write up 

a bio for each dog that would appear on the rescue page. 

Dana Read resigned as the LCA Vice President and from the Board.  

 On June 09, 2014 Dayle motioned to adjourn the meeting. The motion passed. The Board adjourned. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.havaneserescue.com/
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June 2014 Treasurers Report   

Submitted by Dee Gardinier, Treasurer 

     Expenses:     Balance:  $30,137.31  

 Don Roback – Postage $116.00   Less: ($-38.00) 

    Total:  $30,099.31 

Total  $116.00       

     Health Research  $9,616.65  

Deposits $78.00   Rescue  $3,897.45  

    Trophy  $1,218.15  

 Total $78.00   LCA  $15,367.06  

        

Explanation of deposits        

Merchandise $28.00       

 Rescue – Memory of $50.00       

 Mary Billman         

Total: $78.00   Total:  $30,099.31  

Less Expense $116.00    

Loss: (-$38.00)     

 

Lowchen Club of America 

July 2014 Board Meeting  

The LCA President, Dayle Lewis, brought the meeting to order on July 07, 2014. In attendance were: Lisa Brown, Alice 

Bixler, Barbara Cecil, Dee Gardinier, Donna Jones, Dayle Lewis, Don Roback, Wendy, Russell, Mary Spruiell, Jane 

Turbenson, and Danielle Tallman.    

The Treasurer’s Report was accepted by a majority of the board members on July 07, 2014. The June minutes were also 

accepted by a majority vote on July 08, 2014. 

Don Roback, Corresponding Secretary, gave his monthly report.  There have been no changes in membership 

applications. One new member applicant is still waiting to be published in next Headlions issue. 

 Next Don provided an update on the 2015 National show. Ballots for judges were sent out and are mostly back.  The 

deadline was July 5th, but waited until later in the week for any stragglers.  The ballots were counted and then sent off to 

Dayle for a second accuracy check. We should be able to name judges and send the show application to the AKC this 

month. Donna is posting information on Facebook.  He has not sent anything out via email, but will do so when we get a 

few more details nailed down. 

Vicki All has volunteered to do the merchandise again and is working enthusiastically on the show logo.  Brenda White 

and Ronnie Crowder have volunteered for trophies.  Donna is doing Judge’s Education. Don is working with the hotel and 

banquet with assistance from Dee and Lisa. Lisa volunteered for the photo contest again.  More information will be forth 

coming next month. 
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 Dayle asked the board members for ideas to move our rescue program forward. Lisa Brown offered the following: 1) 

Regular reminders to the Lowchen community that dogs need homes. This can be achieved through posting on the LCA 

Yahoo group page and FaceBook. We can also put dogs that need homes and dogs that recently found homes in the 

Headlions. This is only quarterly so we shouldn't rely on this entirely. 2) LCA rescue web page must actually exist. We 

need a link from our main LCA page. We need dog photos and bios. We need adoption papers or some stated procedures 

for inquiry and adoption. The Havanese page was wonderful. Let’s not reinvent the wheel when we can borrow from 

others success. 3) LCA needs a "cadre" of temporary foster Moms/Dads and homes. 4) The club should establish some 

protocol for dealing with the care of the dogs when they are under our care. 5) Maintain records of rescued dogs (age, sex, 

where they came from, who adopted them, etc.) for historical purposes. 

Donna stated Tiger is working to update the rescue page now. He will put up a rescue application, but is does no good if 

we don’t have an active Rescue Chairperson running the program. He cannot move forward without additional 

information. He is the web designer/manager not the content creator.  

Kat Roll contacted Dayle and volunteered to be the Rescue Chairperson. Wendy Russell has been non-communicative 

regarding the rescues. The Board passed a motion to replace Wendy Russell with Kat Roll as Rescue Chairperson for the 

club with a majority (10 ayes). Wendy Russell agreed with the appointment of a new rescue chairperson on July 09, 2014. 

Dayle contacted Kat and requested she obtain the information from Wendy on all the rescues. We need pictures and 

biographies for each to post on the LCA site. Wendy did supply Dayle with some information on Ethan and a picture.  

Dayle has someone interested in Ethan. Sue Tapp informed Kat that Ethan is still with his adoptive family. They just love 

him and are trying to work things out with their other dog. Sue will contact them to see if they still want to re-home Ethan.  

The club hasn’t agreed on an adoption application. This can be decided on at a later date. It is more important to get the 

information about the rescues up where people can access it. We can have interested applicants contact Kat directly. 

Barbara Cecil offered the application that the Second Chance Pomeranian Rescue of Houston uses for their adoption 

applications. 

Donna Jones gave her report of the status of the illustrated standard project. The Illustrated Standard committee is 

gathering photos of different types, outlined by the artist, for submission.  Donna has asked the club to submit pictures of 

different stations. There has been little to no response.  The committee has gathered some pictures and once the balance is 

in for different areas, the committee will decide on what should be sent to the artist. 

 Dayle receive an update from Dana Read on the AKC book. She has been trying to obtain a profile picture. She had not 

received a useable photograph so Dayle offered one of hers. Donna sent some pictures but never heard back from Dana. 

On July 11, 2014 Dana notified Dayle that the AKC has now accepted one of the submitted profile photographs. The 

picture was one of Dayle’s bitches. 

Dana Read resigned from the LCA Board. Alice Bixler agreed to serve the balance of her term. She joined the Board for 

the July meeting. 

On July 11, 2014 Dayle motioned to adjourn the meeting. The motion was finally passed on 07/14/2014. The Board 

adjourned. 
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July 2014 Treasurers Report 
Submitted by: Dee Gardinier, Treasurer 

      
  

 Expenses None   Balance: $30,099.31 

    Cash Reserve $85.00 

Deposit $85.00    Total: $30,184.31 

        

Total $85.00       

        

Explanation of deposit:    Health Research $9,616.65 

Membership $85.00   Rescue $3,897.45 

    Trophy $1,218.15 

Less Expenses $85.00    LCA $15,452.06 

        

Cash Reserve $85.00    Balance $30,184.31 

     

 

Lowchen Club of America 

August 2014 Board Meeting  

The LCA President, Dayle Lewis, brought the meeting to order on August 04, 2014. In attendance were: Lisa Brown, 

Alice Bixler, Barbara Cecil, Dee Gardinier, Donna Jones, Dayle Lewis, Don Roback, Wendy, Russell, Jane Turbenson, 

and Danielle Tallman. Mary Spruiell was absent. 

The Treasurer’s Report was accepted by a majority vote of the board members on August 04, 2014. The July minutes 

were also accepted by a majority vote on August 05, 2014. 

Dayle has agreed to act as the board liaison for Rescue. She has spoken with Kat Roll, new Rescue Committee 

Chairperson. She has not heard from Wendy so she is assuming there are no dogs currently in rescue. Kat plans to work 

with Tiger to get the LCA rescue web site up and running. She will also try to sort out the issue with PetFinders.com. 

Don Roback, Corresponding Secretary, gave his monthly report. For August there were three new member candidates that 

will be published in the upcoming Headlions.  

   

Also, between Lisa, Dee, Gillian we have been trying to figure out an accurate member list for AKC.  That project will be 

finished soon and Don will report to the AKC. LCA needs to order medallions for the Eukanuba Invitational in 

December. There are definitely agility and breed dogs attending, but he doesn’t know if any obedience dogs will be 

attending the show.  He will send out a mailing to the membership to find out. LCA has a credit from last year since we 

sponsored an obedience medallion but nobody showed.  Hence nobody claimed the award. Don made a motion that LCA 

sponsor medallions. The cost is as follows.  

Prices: Set of 5 for breed (BOB, BOS, Bred By, Select Dog, Select Bitch)                   $125  

Obedience and Agility                                                                                                         $45 (each)  

Don also gave an update for 2015 National. Ed Bivins and David Kirkland will be our judges.  Dayle, Ronnie and Don 

will get together to discuss sweeps and he will be submitting applications to the AKC this month.  
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Dayle opened a discussion on membership. She feels strongly that we need to change LCA's requirements for 

membership. LCA seems to be losing way more members than we are gaining these days. There are certain AKC rules 

that we must follow when it comes to foreign membership. However, with US residents, she proposes just one sponsor. 

Her reasoning for this suggestion (in addition to our dwindling numbers) is that most times new members are only 

acquainted with the member from whom they adopted their Lowchen. Most of the time the second sponsor doesn't even 

know the applicant and is just doing a friend a favor. She was always under the impression that the purpose of a sponsor, 

in most situations, was to show the newbie the ropes. They certainly aren't going to get help from a sponsor that they 

never met. An applicant's name is published in the Headlions so that if there are reasons for an applicant not to be 

accepted into the club, members have an opportunity to voice their concerns. She knows a number of “pet parents” that 

most likely would join the club (more revenue, folks!), but the only one involved in the club that they know is her. What 

purpose does it serve to have a club member that knows nothing about them vouch for them? This change will make it 

easier for interested people to join our club. It also might help attract more “pet parents” to the club. 

 

Don pointed out that the requirement for two sponsors is in the LCA constitution (Article 1, Section 3). This type of 

changes needs a membership vote. The board approved a motion to send the proposed change to the membership for a 

vote. Alice suggested we contact the AKC for the proper protocol to change the constitution and how to conduct the 

member vote. She believes it takes a 2/3rds majority vote to pass. 

 

Dayle contacted Michael Liosis, AKC, Director of Club Relations, regarding procedure. A formal letter must be written to 

the AKC; they review the request, and approve or reject the proposal. If approved a vote is issued to the membership. 

Dayle will write the letter to the AKC. We should consider if there are any other changes we would like to propose. She 

will wait until after the September board meeting to contact the AKC to ensure we have included all potential changes. 

 

Barbara brought up the nominating committee article and pointed out that we have missed the June 15 deadline for the 

board to select the committee members. She wasn’t proposing a change merely stating that we have missed a deadline in 

our own constitution. The proposed committee is then supposed to be mailed out to the general membership by August 15. 

 

Barbara did think we need some changes to the meeting notices (Article II, Section 1 and 3). She suggested we remove 

“written notice” of meeting. The annual meeting needs to be determined early enough in order to properly notify all 

members. Section 3 states notices shall be at least 15 days prior to the annual meeting. She also proposed Article 3 (f) 

should be removed since we don’t have an AKC delegate. 

 

Barbara next suggested we look at the foreign membership exclusion for board position (and voting rights). This is an 

AKC rule that foreign members cannot hold office and that is why LCA has it in the constitution. Alice Bixler stated she 

had no objections to removing the voting exclusion. Several other board members agreed with Alice. 

 

The possible constitution changes discussion was tabled until the September board meeting so all board members could go 

thought the constitution and that all possible changes would be included in the letter to the AKC. 

On August 14, 2014 Dayle motioned to adjourn the meeting. The motion was passed and the Board adjourned. 
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August  2014 Treasurers Report 
Submitted by: Dee Gardinier, Treasurer 

     

 Expenses: 
 

Balance: $30,184.31 

AKC Medallions  $               170.00  Loss: $170.00 

  Total: $30,014.31 

        

Total: $170.00 Health Research $9,616.65 

    Rescue $3,897.45 

Deposits: -0- Trophy $1,218.15 

    LCA  $15,282.06 

Less Expense $170.00 Balance: $30,014.31 

 Loss: $170.00     
 

 
 
Membership 
Submitted by: Don Roback, Membership Chair 
 
Congratulations to  new LCA members Bonnie Osgood, Jack and Frank Mourning and Krista Nicolson! 
No new member applicants at this time.  

 
1) For Full Membership 

  
Danna Deimler 
Address:   7635 Patterson Dr, Harrisburg PA 17112 
Phone:  717-805-0277 
Email:   danna001@verizon.net 
Current breeds:   Coton de Tulears and 1 cranky old Bichon 
Breeds owned in the past:  Many as a child 
Membership in Clubs:   Lancaster KC, United States Coton de Tulear Club 
Ever had a litter?   Yes  
Professionally connected to Dogs?  No 
License to deal in dogs?  No 
Ever trained in companion or performance events?    Yes   
Companion/Performance titles:  No  
Ever shown a dog to an AKC breed championship? Shown to Rare Breed Club Ch. 
Interests in dog fancy:   I have done several activities with my dogs, from flyball, freestyle heeling, 
therapy dog work, canine disaster relief, conformation.  I am also a regional rep/board member 
with my Coton club, was on the board teach that finally achieved AKC recognition date and I am 
on the breed education team.  
Areas of interest to work within the LCA:   Right now I need to learn all I can about the Lowchen so 
for now I would like to just be a sponge.  When my board term is up jin my current club I can 
commit more time.   
LCA Code of Ethics signed?  Yes 
Fees enclosed? Yes 
Letters of support?  Yes. 

 

 

tel:717-805-0277
mailto:danna001@verizon.net
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2) Cathy Boettcher 
Address:   22210 Paxton Ave, Saulk Village, IL 
Phone:  708-757-4549 
Email:   boetcherhuas1@yahoo.com 
Current breeds:   Lowchen 
Breeds owned in the past:  German Shepards, Lowchen 
Membership in Clubs:   None 
Ever had a litter?   Yes  
Professionally connected to Dogs?  No 
License to deal in dogs?  No 
Ever trained in companion or performance events?    No   
Companion/Performance titles:  No  
Ever shown a dog to an AKC breed championship?  Yes 
Interests in dog fancy:   Conformation, become an active member in the club to help with 
Nationals and Regionals. 
Areas of interest to work within the LCA:  Nationals, meet the breeds, organizing supported entries 
LCA Code of Ethics signed?  Yes 
Fees enclosed? Yes 
Letters of support?  Yes, Vicki All and Donna Jones 

  

 

 
3) Helen Metzger and Douglas Metzger 
Address:   607 Orchard Lane, Monticello, IN 47960 
Phone:  574-583-6024 
Email:   cpaccue2@comcast.net 
Current breeds:   Lowchen and Portuguese Water Dog 
Breeds owned in the past:  Black Labrador, Yellow Labrador 
Membership in Clubs:   PWDCA 
Ever had a litter?   No  
Professionally connected to Dogs?  No 
License to deal in dogs?  No 
Ever trained in companion or performance events?    Yes  
Companion/Performance titles:  Rally titles.  
Ever shown a dog to an AKC breed championship?  Partially yes. 
Interests in dog fancy: Performance events, meet the breed, learn more about the breed 
Areas of interest to work within the LCA:  Help with meet the breed, volunteer to help with regional 
and national specialties 
LCA Code of Ethics signed?  Yes 
Fees enclosed? Yes 
Letters of support?  Yes, Vicki All and Donna Jones 
 

 

  
4) For Associate Membership 
Tammy Anderson 
Address:   11345 Timer Dr, Huntley IL 60124   
Phone:   847-814-2247   
Email:   senegaltam@aol.com 
Current breeds:   Lowchen  
Breeds owned in the past:   St Bernard and Old English Sheepdog  
Membership in Clubs:   None 
Ever had a litter?   No 
Professionally connected to Dogs?  No 
License to deal in dogs?  No 
Ever trained in companion or performance events?  No 
Companion/Performance titles: No  
Ever shown a dog to an AKC Breed Championship?  No 

tel:708-757-4549
mailto:boetcherhuas1@yahoo.com
tel:574-583-6024
mailto:cpaccue2@comcast.net
tel:315-656-2533
mailto:senegaltam@aol.com
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Interests in dog fancy:  Overall interests  
Areas of interest to work within the LCA:  Education of the Breed  
LCA Code of Ethics signed?  Yes 
Fees enclosed? Yes 
Letters of support?    Not needed   
 
 
 
5) For Associate Membership 

  
Paul Aranyos 
Address:   2785 Alexandra Dr, Erie PA 16506   
Phone:   814-882-6176 (Kathy)   
Email:   paranyos@me.com 
Current breeds:   Lowchen  
Breeds owned in the past:   Lowchen  
Membership in Clubs:   None 
Ever had a litter?   No 
Professionally connected to Dogs?  No 
License to deal in dogs?  No 
Ever trained in companion or performance events?  No 
Companion/Performance titles: No  
Ever shown a dog to an AKC breed championship?  No 
Interests in dog fancy:  Love the breed – simply want to support the organization, be kept 
informed and be a spectator at the shows. 
Areas of interest to work within the LCA:   
LCA Code of Ethics signed?  Yes 
Fees enclosed? Yes 
Letters of support?    Not needed   
 

 
6) Linda Stake 
Address:   14418 Oakwood Place NE, Albuquerque, NM 87123   
Phone:   505-294-7948   
Email:   lssalbuq@aol.com 
Current breeds:   Weimeraner  
Breeds owned in the past:   Doberman, Cocker spaniel  
Membership in Clubs:   Weimeraner Club of Albuquerque 
Ever had a litter?   No 
Professionally connected to Dogs?  No 
License to deal in dogs?  No 
Ever trained in companion or performance events?  Yes 
Companion/Performance titles: Weimeraner – Senior Hunter 
Ever shown a dog to an AKC breed Championship?  Yes 
Interests in dog fancy:  I researched the Lowchen breed extensively before choosing one as a 
pet.  I wanted a small dog with a big dog personality and temperament. 
Areas of interest to work within the LCA:  None – I am already holding office in the Weimeraner 
Club 
LCA Code of Ethics signed?  Yes 
Fees enclosed? Yes 
Letters of support?    Not needed, but letter written by Donna Jones in support.   

 

 

 

 

 

tel:315-656-2533
mailto:paranyos@me.com
tel:505-294-7948
mailto:lssalbuq@aol.com
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The Challenges We Face 

Part I 
By: Alexia Rodriguis 

 

Peta “There’s no such thing a s a responsible breeder” 

HSUS  “Adopt your next pet from a shelter” “Anyone who puts two dogs together and 

produces puppies is, technically, a breeder.” 

 

These are just a few of the views we see constantly plastered in multi million dollar ad campaigns and echoed by potential 

and current dog owners. 

What can we do?  How can we counteract this massive criticism and blanket belief that we breeders are “killing shelter 

animals” by breeding healthy, stable purpose bred dogs?  What talking points can we use on an everyday basis to educate 

inquiring folks when we are asked these same questions? 

First of all we’ve got to get our stories straight.  We have to have a clear picture of what we want.  How we want to be 

viewed and how we would like the dog owning public to address us. Our opinion has to come across in a clear and 

concise manner that addresses misinformation while at the same time gives folks a new vocabulary with which to 

differentiate us from BYBs.   

I’m going to take a look at exactly how we can answer these questions to the public so we can be ready when we are 

asked.   

Another thing we have to know is who we’re up against.  PETA, who adamantly believes ALL people breeding animals 

regardless of purpose and quality of care, are the reason behind pet overpopulation.  Their annual income from donations 

and sales of merchandise was $35million dollars in 2010
1
.  We all know they have celebrities doing ads for them and their 

shocking tactics which only gain their organization even more press and a platform with which to spew a so-called anti-

cruelty agenda. 

Positive note: When I googled “Peta's annual ad budget,” the first site that came up was their website with financial info 

followed by a page long list of anti-peta groups who mostly targeted their killing of shelter animals and their negative 

charity rating. 

The Humane Society of the United States is more notorious for their lack of funding that goes to shelters rather than an 

outward disdain toward breeders.  Even so their consistent campaign of “Adopt Don’t Shop” has made an animal loving 

public feel guilty for wanting to purchase a purebred purpose bred dog.  HSUS spent $47 million on fundraising in 2010 

alone.  A heck of a lot more than PETA! In contrast, the American Kennel club’s total revenue for 2010 was $61.4 

million. 
2
 

                                                           
1 http://speakingofresearch.com/2011/01/18/where-do-petas-donation-dollars-go/ 
 
2 https://images.akc.org/pdf/2010_annual_report.pdf 
 

https://images.akc.org/pdf/2010_annual_report.pdf
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So how can we fight back?   

First we need to unite on what we are fighting for. 

Here is a list of requests I think we are fighting for 

1. We have a right to compete with and own PURPOSE-BRED purebred dogs. 

2. We have a right to breed PURPOSE-BRED dogs and keep intact animals. 

3. We have a right to display our positive and responsible ownership to the public without fear of being shamed, 

targeted and/or berated for taking part in a hobby we love 

4. We should not be afraid of having our dogs taken away because of frivolous charges 

 

I will go into more detail on each of these points in future articles and give clear and concise examples of how these 

rights are being taken away and how we can argue our point to keep them.    

This is just the beginning folks! 

Part 1 

“We have a right to breed, compete with and own PURPOSE-BRED purebred dogs.” 

Due to shockumentaries such as “Pedigreed Dogs Exposed,” our beloved hobby of showing dogs has come under fire.  

Sadly, that is not the only venue being scrutinized.  Performance sports, such as Schutzhund/IPO are being scrutinized 

as well for their training practices and the test itself.   

In the EU the FCI has banned stick hits to a dog in an IPO trial.  On the surface this may seem benign and it might 

actually sound like a good idea.  You must keep in mind however, that these dogs are being tested for their ability to 

PROTECT a human from another human threat. In a real life scenario, the human threatening the dog’s handler may 

have a stick, or a bat or something even harder in hand in order to fight off a dog.  The stick hit in trial is done for a 

specified amount of time and the hit isn’t even hard enough to even bruise the dog.  However none of these factors 

were considered when banning this portion of the test.  The risk here is that we are training these dogs for protection 

but we will never know if they have the nerve to withstand the most basic of threats.  These are dogs trained for police 

work afterall.  Additionally, protection sport dogs are BRED to have solid nerves to do this type of work.  There are 

training techniques that build a dog up to this point, people aren’t just hitting dogs at random to test this function. 

We are all very familiar with the ban of docking and cropping in Europe. Many European countries have gone a step 

further in also outlawing the use and sale of prong collars, and shock collars which can be a valuable tool to an 

educated trainer.  This is one more way the animal rights movement is keeping us from participating in sports we 

know and love.   

First came the ban on cropping and docking, then on the use of Prong and E Collars no they have taken out a vital part 

of a test deemed cruel. 

Do you see a pattern yet?   

You may think that cropping and docking doesn’t affect you because that’s not your breed, but small steps are leading 

the way to take pieces away from the events we love.  While you may not compete or train in IPO or use a prong in 

your training, you might use a martingale collar, which is considered by purely positive trainers as cruel.  That may be 

next?  Could you imagine the teeter being eliminated from agility or dock diving being eliminated altogether because 

of a risk of injury?   

It could definitely happen if we don’t speak out now 
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When we see that a local community is considering a certain ban pertaining to dogs, its of great importance that we 

speak out and share our views.  Let OUR voices be heard!  Take part in a letter writing campaign,  better yet, START 

ONE!  

On a smaller and possibly even more important level, we must address people when they ask us questions.   

So what do we say, when someone asks us while we’re at a dog show  

Inquirer:  “Does the dog like being a show dog?” 

Response: “ABSOLUTELY!  He gets treats for standing still, and walking calmly on leash!  He loves attention, and 

he loves to just be with me, his owner.  Going to dog shows with my dog gives me a whole day or more to spend 

doting on my dog.  My dog gets lots of mental stimulation from the smells, sights and sounds and he gets his favorite 

treat for good behavior” 

How could someone tell you showing is cruel after that rant? 

As for training, while I don’t need to use a prong or E Collar on my Lowchen, I do use those tools for my Cane 

Corsos.  I am a firm believer in a 90% positive approach to training however dogs do need leadership, and they need a 

correction once in a while.  I believe an adult dog can receive correction, once he has learned a behavior and has 

refused to do it.  The amount of correction needed is based in his response.   

Inquirer: “Doesn’t that prong collar hurt them? Isn’t it mean to put an e collar on a dog” 

Response: “ A prong collar is much more humane than a choke or even a flat collar because it doesn’t compress the 

trachea.  An E collar is a tool for dog training, when used with a reward based training foundation it’s the best method 

for training a dog at a long distance.” 

                                                         To be continued ……Part 2 in our next issue.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Happy 

Thanksgiving 
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INSIGHTS                                          The Early Years. 
The 70’s 

 

The LCA website provides one short paragraph to these early years.  It reads: 
 

 
 

Up until this year Mr. Cook was still receiving the Headlions.  Sadly he is now in very poor health and the 

nursing home has contacted us to say he no longer is able to enjoy this publication as he has dementia and is 

blind.   

 

Turning back the clock and reading through the correspondence between  the Cooks, Mrs. Banks  and the 

Yhlen’s has been insightful.  It provides a look at a couple, the Cook’s, who were well involved in the world of 

dogs breeding Briards  before they got their first Lowchen.   Mr. Charles Cook was an AKC Judge.    It was on 

their recommendation that the Yhlen’s got started and between them The  American Little Lion Dog Club was 

started and flourished.  The correspondence on file appears to be primarily that of the Cooks, Yhlen’s and later 

Dorothy Goodale.   
 

I can’t imagine going back to the days of writing letters, posting letters waiting for replies and correspondence 

on subjects taking weeks or months to resolve.  It doesn’t seem that there was a lot of phone calling that took 

place from the volume of letters however I’m sure there must have been.   

 

Correspondence about having papers issued correctly, problems with 

new members writing “bum” cheques, questions about how to keep 

the registry of the dogs as well as the usual chit chat between friends  

provide a glimpse into their lives.   Mr. Cooks judging, both couples 

vacations, children and other personal details of their lives  encompass 

the majority of the letters threaded with bits about the  dogs 

themselves.  Concerns about the scruples of some English breeders 

(not named anywhere that I could find) incorporating poodles to keep 

the sizes down.  Health issues, again not specific but referenced to in 

the letters.   

  

One letter from Carole Yhlen to  Jane Cook did bring a smile to my 

face as it truly captures a Lowchen  moment.  

 

Carole writes:  “Our darling dog chewed up $200 the other day.  Ten 

$20 bills.  I told you she chewed up anything.  We were able to 

retrieve 6 badly mangled but obviously whole bills, 1 bill slightly 

more than half there (I understand you have to have just over one half 

the bill to get a new one) and 1 bill just about one half there.  Two 
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disappeared into her completely and never came out, if you know what I mean.  Ah well,  The joy of puppies.” 
 

Unfortunately there is little else kept from these early years in the box Herb had.  So far I have not come across 

any of the early issues of Headlions or any membership lists but I’m hoping… 

 

However it was very interesting to find all the newspaper clippings covering the arrival of the Löwchen in the 

US.  The Cooks received a great deal of local attention.    Their paper, The Sunday Bulletin, took an interest in 

them running the following article in March  1971 covering their trip to the UK and the arrival of Löwchen to 

North America. A year later they followed up with two more articles which I’ve also included here.  
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Going through the old clippings I couldn’t help but notice how the dogs were groomed and their size does 

appear to be larger which was reflected in the early standard.  

 

The Sunday Bulletin obviously enjoyed covering the Löwchen story as they followed up with not one but two 

articles in the same publication the following year    In addition to the articles from August 1972 I’ve included a 

copy of the 1
st
 dog registered with the new “ALLDC” and an early letter between the Cooks and Mrs. Banks in 

the UK.    
 

 

 
 

This picture and following article was published in The Sunday Bulletin, August 13, 1972.   
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An early letter between the Cooks and Mrs. Bank – Cluneen Lowchen 
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Ok, so if you are like me when you read she had 46 Chihuahua puppies at the time of writing weren’t you 

amazed? However, I remember quite well that back in the 70’s it was not uncommon for large kennel 

operations to exist.  I am well aware of one sheltie kennel in the US that the norm was to house 60 + shelties 

at any given time.  Most operations these size had Kennel Managers and staff.  Those days seem to be long 

gone as most of us, as “hobby” enthusiasts settle for fewer dogs.   In another letter a few years later it was 

mentioned that Mrs. Banks had in excess of 150 dogs, including Bichon Frise, Löwchen and the 

Chihuahua’s.   
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I found this picture particularly interesting as to how the dog is clipped.  Notice the tail has been shaved 

shorter than the body and no bracelets at all.  Perhaps an early “puppy clip”?    What’s even more 

remarkable is that this picture was published in the National Inquirer March 1975.  The paper was already 

what it is today with sensational news including in this issue,  “Julie Andrews’ Husband Confesses: I Was 

the “housewife” for a Year and another article on “Amazing Healing Powers of the Mod Minister”.  Some 

things never change.   

In correspondence from March 1977 to Dorothy Goodale about this picture Jane Cook wrote: “We’ve 

already had the Little Lions in the National Enquirer – a couple of years ago.  They send their own 

photographer and he took scads of pictures.  The picture they printed would scare you.  Surely he could 

have chosen something better!  Or maybe they were all that bad.  The dog and I raced around for 

(seemingly) hours when he made what he hoped would be a cutesy shots.  The one they printed showed a 

rather dejected looking character.  Well, maybe something happened to the rest of the film.  The result.  Two 

people who knew me sent the picture in case I hadn’t seen it.  Two people who didn’t know me asked about 

the dogs, but nothing else ever came of it.” 

Until now……obviously Jane was not happy, who would be! 

After the initial contact with Mrs. Banks and subsequent introduction Bob and Carole Yhlen developed a 

great friendship with Jane and Charles Cook. The Cooks sold Cluneen Dana to the Yhlen’s in October 1972 

for an undisclosed amount.  Among the files was an article dated 1978, written by Mr. Yhlen which 

provides information on their own interest and involvement in the breed.  
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Once recognized as a Rare Breed Club the Löwchen were able to compete in rare breed dog shows and 

seemed to develop quickly in the US.   In order to compete the dogs had to be registered with The American 

Little Lion Club as it was the official and recognized rare breed club.  It seems that some people that 

acquired dogs would show up at shows thinking they could show their dogs only to be turned away until 

they obtained the proper paperwork.    Many others were now actively bringing dogs into the country.    

Notably Cherrycourt imported by Mr. Luther Green who also brought in Topsy v.d.3 Lowen from 

Cherrycourt who had purchased the bitch from Dr. Rickert.  In 1976  the first mention is made of  Mrs 

Dorothy Goodale who  made purchases from Sienlee Löwchen, Mrs. E. Burton-Seymour in the UK as well 

as directly from Dr. Rickert .   Both the Cooks and Yhlen’s expressed concerns over all new comers.  Were 

they serious about the breed or was it just a whim or worse, a puppy mill.   By 1978 the Cooks had both 

resigned from positions on the Board due to what is described in the correspondence as simply not having 

the time to devote to the next step in moving the club forward.  They continued to be active in the club and 

their friendship obviously continued based on all the correspondence with the Yhlens’ and Dorothy Goodale 

that is in the files.   

By 1978 Dr. Rickert was no longer involved with the Löwchen and had sold his remaining dogs to 

individuals both in the US and in Europe.  By the end of 1979 the club had 34 litters registered composed of 

111 individual dogs.  Unfortunately I have not come across a membership list from these early years but 

from the registrations it clearly was the Cooks, Yhlens, Goodale, Green and a Billie Forsman  from 

Michigan,  that were doing the breedings.  Sadly not it seems that only the dogs that were shown or bred 

were registered and there were many that went as pets that were not. 

The Berdot kennel name first turns up in the registry in 1977 with the breeders name appearing as Angela 

Berdeski.  Berdot dogs seem to show up on several earlier pedigrees but obviously she did not register with 

the club herself at that time, if ever.  The new owners were registering their dogs which brought the name to 

light. At some point we no longer see the name of Angela Berdeski and only see Dorothy Goodale’s name 

on the Berdot registration forms.  Also it was interesting to note that Dorothy sold three females and a male 

to Japan in 1978.  No doubt to start a breeding program over there.  I was surprised to find the registration 

for dog #93  called No Toe Pierre (wonder what that meant) sold by Dorothy  to an individual in Thorndale, 

Ontario, a short 30 minute drive from me.  Dorothy was an active breeder and there is quite a bit of friendly 

correspondence between herself and the Cooks.  Many of her Berdot puppies were scattered across the states 

including Texas, Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, Michigan and California.   

One last tid bit that I came across  was a letter dated October 22, 1975 from Jane Cook to Bob Yhlen.  The 

usual chit chat about kennel club activities and then this: 

“Had an inquiry from a Mrs. Marilyn Hinton, 1237 Bel Air Road, LosAngeles, Cal. 90024. Wants a Lion 

Dog for her son who for six years played Fess Parker’s son, Israel Boone on the David Boone TV series.  

Her so is now 18, goes to college, but will be living at home.  Because he has a “thing” with animals, they 

want to give him a Lion.  Son is also a “leo”.  Do you know the program?  I don’t, although I know who 

Richard Boone is, and have heard of Fess Parker somewhere!  It must be more a western or children’s 

program.  Since I see Charles so little these days (Editor note – from other correspondence Charles had sold 

his business and was busy opening up another) I have been forgetting to ask him.  He looks at westerns (but 

not children’s!!!!......yet!! 

Anyway, maybe the Lions can “go Hollywood”!  I’m sure she’ll be in touch with you. 
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Well as we all know they did go Hollywood with Stephanie Powers and Robert Wagner in the TV show 

Hart to Hart.  Unfortunately Freeway was never shown in the traditional clip so it is doubtful people even 

knew what breed he was.   

As I was putting this together I saw Lexi Neel’s post on Facebook that Jennifer Lawrence’s mom had 

acquired one of her puppies, appropriately named Drama. Who knows, maybe Hollywood is still in the 

cards for our Little Lions! 

Hope you have enjoyed this look back on the 70’s as much as I have putting it together for you.   Now on to 

the 80’s!    
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TAILS END……… 
 
Short but I trust leaving you with a desire to know more about our early years.  
 
It has been very intriguing for me to go through the club files and finding the interesting bits and pieces of 
correspondence that arose in the early days of the club.  Yes, I wish there had been more pictures taken and 
more minutes kept.  However it has been fascinating to unfold onion skin sheets of typed letters, old air mails   
and cards that went back and forth in the 70’s. Thanks to Herb Williams they are all in impeccable order.  
 
In this day of instant connection anywhere in the world it is easy to forget that correspondence took weeks to 
get back and forth and making phone calls overseas was still something that was dearly expensive and not 
done on a whim.  Yes the advent of the technology age has made the world a much smaller place and with 
social media today we are able to know what is going on at shows within hours of them taking place anywhere 
in the world.   We can watch Westminster and Crufts  live streams, and on facebook many of us have friends in 
Australia, Finland, England and  Europe.  It is remarkable to me that this is a breed that has retained its type 
worldwide allowing dogs from North America to be shown anywhere in the world and vise versa.    
 
It has been said that history is like a tree, without roots it cannot flourish.  I trust exploring our roots in future 
issues is as interesting for you as it is for me.   
 
 
 
Gillian at Tapestry  
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Submitted by: Gillian Robertson 
 
 
June 2014 

Title Name Owner(s) Breeder(s) 

Champion 
 

CH Kiji View From The Top 
 

Brenda White & Kim Schmidt & Alicia Schmidt 
 

Kim E Schmidt & Alicia B Schmidt 
 

Grand 
Champion 

 

GCH CH Kismet's Armani With Style 
 

Nadine P Pelleschi & Stacy Strickland & Linda 
Appleton & Gini Denninger 

 

Nadine P Pelleschi 
 

 

July 2014 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No titles issued in August 2014  

 

 

Title Name Owner(s) Breeder(s) 

Champion 
 
 

CH Musicbox Seinfeld 
 
 

Mary Sparks & Donna Jones 
 

Donna Jones & Debbie Brewer & Kristine 
Hawless 
 

Champion 
 

CH Willowcreeks Fat Bottom Girl 
 

Lexi Neel & Donna Jones & Cierra Wolfe 
 

Lexi Neel & Donna Jones 
 

Grand 
Champion 
 

GCH CH Sage Hill's Ariosa Nobody 
Does It Better 
 

Judith G Seibert 
 

Judith G Seibert & Lisa Harper 
 

mailto:headlionslca@gmail.com
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September 2014 –  

Title Name Owner(s) Breeder(s) 

Champion 
 

CH Bihar's Jump Right In 
 

Margaret Cropsey & Greg Strong 
 

Margaret Cropsey & Greg Strong 
 

 
  
 

Performance Titles 
  
All information obtained directly from AKC Reports received monthly by LCA.  
These reports include both members as well as non-member titles 
Should you notice any discrepancy please contact AKC directly to resolve and 
advise headlionslca@gmail.com 
 
 
 
June 2014 
 

Title Name Owner (s) Breeder(s) 

Beginner Novice 
 

CH Ashfords Omran At Roseland BN RN 
CGC 
 

Kris Fletcher & Gini Denninger 
 

Christine Pisacani & Gini 
Denninger 

Novice Agility 
 

Roseland Tequilla Gold V Ashfords RA NA 
NAJ NF CGC 
 

Patricia M Roach 
 

Kris Fletcher & Gini 
Denninger 
 

Master Silver Agility 
 

CH MACH Windsor Bihar Boom Goes The 
Dynamite CDX MXS MJG T2B2 
 

DONALD M ROBACK 
 

Margaret Cropsey & Carol A 
Strong 
 

Master Gold Jumper 
 

CH MACH Windsor Bihar Boom Goes The 
Dynamite CDX MXS MJG T2B2 
 

DONALD M ROBACK 
 

Margaret Cropsey & Carol A 
Strong 
 

Agility FAST Novice 
 

Roseland Tequilla Gold V Ashfords RA NA 
NAJ NF CGC 
 

Patricia M Roach 
 

Kris Fletcher & Gini 
Denninger 
 

 

mailto:headlionslca@gmail.com
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July 2014 
 

Title Name Owner(s) Breeder(s) 

Rally Novice 
 

GCH CH Touche's Urchin RN OA OAJ AXP AJP 
 

Robin Stewart & Richard 
Lawless 
 

Richard Lawless & Jennifer A Lawless 
& Gini Denninger & Alexandira 
Schlaud 
 

Rally Advanced 
 

CH Castlehill's Crimson Phoenix BN RA THD 
CGCA 
 

Natalie Galdi-Weissman & 
Susan Tapp & Adam 
Weissman 
 

Sue Tapp 
 

Novice Agility 
 

CH Musicbox Bum's Rush NA NAJ 
 

Robin Stewart & Donna 
Jones 
 

Donna Jones & Gillian Robertson 
 

Master Silver Agility 
 

Musicbox Whistlestop's Bee Charming Idgie MX 
MXS MXJ MJS NF 
 

Mari Hiltz & Dennis Hiltz 
 

Donna Jones & Susa Williams 
 

Master Bronze Agility 5 
 

CH MACH17 Geolen's Here Comes Tucker CD RE 
MXB5 MJG5 XF 
 

Gary L Nordahl & Ruthie 
Nordahl 
 

Lenore M Gish 
 

Novice Agility Jumper 
 

CH Musicbox Bum's Rush NA NAJ 
 

Robin Stewart & Donna 
Jones 
 

Donna Jones & Gillian Robertson 
 

Open Agility Jumper 
 

CH Touche Wicked Elegance NA OAJ 
 

Robin Stewart 
 

Richard Lawless & Jennifer A Lawless 
 

 
Master Century Jumper 5 
 

 
CH MACH17 Geolen's Here Comes Tucker CD RE 
MXB5 MJC5 XF 
 

 
Gary L Nordahl & Ruthie 
Nordahl 
 

 
Lenore M Gish 
 

Agility FAST Open 
 

Lordocs Alfonso Mn Lucky Duck MX MXB MXJ 
MJB OF RATN 
 

Elizabeth Sternitzky 
 

Lorri Jergenson & Susa Williams 
 

Master Agility Champion 3 
 

MACH3 Murphy Brown MXS MJG 
 

Heidi Neal 
 

Merrijane Edie & Susa Williams 
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No August titles reported. 
 
September 2014 
 

Pre-Companion Dog Excellent 
 

CH Musicbox Rumble In The 
Jungle CD BN PCD PCDX AXJ NJP 
NF 
 

Bonnie Shelmandine 
 

Donna Jones & Mary Spruiell 
 

Open Agility 
 

CH Touche Wicked Elegance OA 
OAJ 
 

Robin Stewart 
 

Richard Lawless & Jennifer A 
Lawless 
 

Agility Excellent 
 

Alemir Ta-Da! Here I Am AX AXJ 
 

Carol Mount 
 

Ms. Julie A Tune & Marie-Claire 
Onabowale 
 

Master Gold Agility 
 

MACH2 Desusa's Butterfly MXG 
MJC 
 

Denise Schiele & Susa Williams 
 

Susa Williams 
 

Master Gold Agility 
 

MACH3 Murphy Brown MXG MJC 
 

Heidi Neal 
 

Merrijane Edie & Susa Williams 
 

Master Century Jumper 
 

CH MACH Desusas Tsunami Vd 
Dandylion RN MXS MJC OF 
 

Joni Weed & Roger Weed 
 

Jonathan Kimes & Susa Williams 
 

Master Century Jumper 
 

MACH3 Murphy Brown MXS MJC 
 

Heidi Neal 
 

Merrijane Edie & Susa Williams 
 

Canine Good Citizen 
 

Castlehill's Elfish Dalyla CGC 
 

Natalie Galdi-Weissman & Susan 
Tapp 
 

Susan Tapp & Susa Williams 
 

Open Barn Hunt 
 

Lordocs Alfonso Mn Lucky Duck 
MX MXB MXJ MJB NF RATO 
 

Elizabeth Sternitzky 
 

Lorri Jergenson & Susa Williams 
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